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ABSTRACT:

Over the past five years, a rhetoric of crisis has pervaded both public culture and everyday speech in
Hungary. A result of both economic problems and political battles, this perception of national crisis
has thrown into doubt the very success of the transition from state socialism two decades ago. Indeed,
such insistence on the failure of postsocialism—and the necessity of drastic action to restore Hungary
to a desired state of “normalcy”—has increasingly been phrased as a crisis of postsocialist subjectivity
itself: the perceived failure to attain the individual and institutional transformations in morality,
transparency, and public civility that were also promised by the change in system.
Based upon interviews, participant observation, and media analysis, my paper investigates how the
perception of living in crisis has fueled a self-reflexive cultural anxiety in which the very experience of
the everyday is now narrated as pathological and exceptional. That is, rather than take claims to
“crisis” at face value, I examine what the perception of crisis reveals about structure of expectations
vis-à-vis politics, European integration, and postsocialist transformation in Hungary. To do so, I
examine what has been fantasized as the alternative to crisis: a “normal” [normális] life that the
disappointments of postsocialism have made difficult to attain.
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